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OVERVIEW
• Weeks 1-2: Role of Ports in the 21st
Century
• Weeks 3-5: Port Infrastructure,
Services and Equipment:
• Week 5: Closed Book Assessment:
• Week 6: Group Presentations
• Weeks 7-8: Port Ownership
• Weeks 9-10: Port and Terminal
Management
• Weeks 11-13: Legal Aspects of
Ports/Terminal Management

OVERVIEW
• Disclaimer
• The following document vision represents only interim conclusions from the
perspective of this maritime economist and all intellectual copyright under the
1968 Copyright Act, remains with this author who exerts the moral right of
authorship over this paper. Permission to cite/utilise may be offered only
through Jack.Dyer@utas.edu.au.
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TUTORIAL QUESTIONS –Exam Preparation and Revision
• A few definition questions (2 marks)
• Certain questions requiring short answers and examples (2-6 marks)

• Certain longer, more open questions (10-15 marks)
• From all official lectures Weeks I-XII as indicated in notes and study guide outline
•

TUTORIAL QUESTIONS –Exam Preparation and Revision
• Briefly describe how global seaborne trade influences South African ports (2 marks)
• How do expectations of a port provider differ from commercial/community
expectations and requirements. Provide 2 examples of each (4 marks)
• What are the economic functions of a seaport? (2 marks)
• Provide 2 examples of port equipment. Briefly explain how each functions (4 marks)

• Provide 2 examples of port services. Briefly explain how each functions

TUTORIAL QUESTIONS –Exam Preparation and Revision
• How does the South African port sector relate to the logistics industry (3 marks)?
• Briefly distinguish between marine infrastructure, cargo infrastructure and cargo
superstructure (3 marks)
• Identify 3 major threats South African ports currently do not face but the world does
and how you would resolve them, if they threatened South African supply chains (6
marks)
• How competitive do you think South Africa is in relation to other global ports in the
Top 50. Explain and justify your answer? (6 marks)

TUTORIAL QUESTIONS –Exam Preparation and Revision
• Your port/logistics industry faces the aftermath of the worst cyclone, tsunami wave
and flood in Durban’s reported history. You cargo faces damage,. Your vessel is delayed
and logistics face congestion Clients are threatening to sue and boycott you. How
would you respond? (10 marks)
• Your clients wish more automation, technology and efficient processes. Your labourers
threaten strikes, crime and reduced productivity. How do you respond? (10 marks)
• Distinguish between climate change impact costs to producers; to ports/intermodal
transport and to consumers (4 marks)
• How do technical and locational economies of scale differ (2 marks)

TUTORIAL QUESTIONS –Exam Preparation and Revision
• Provide 2 financial port performance indicator examples (2 marks)
• Provide 2 operational port performance indicator examples (2 marks)
• Describe what makes an efficacious or efficient Southern Hemisphere terminal (5
marks)

• How do exogenous and endogenous constraints differ? (2 marks)?
• What factors should you consider for containers?
• Should Transnet invest more in IT/technology, port equipment, port services or
training? Justify your answer (5 marks).

TUTORIAL QUESTIONS
• A: Some few years ago, the office of the Ports Regulator of South Africa
called for a review of economic participation in ports operations and
services. The proposed scope of work, among other areas, calls for the
consultants to make recommendations concerning “the optimal economic
structure for future participation in ports operations and services by public
entities (and) private entities…”
• If you were to advise the Ports Regulator in this matter, what would your
advice be as to the optimal interface between the public sector and the
private sector? To what extent do you believe the South African ports
sector conforms to such an optimal position?
•

TUTORIAL QUESTIONS
• B: In Transnet’s 2009 National Infrastructure Plan and in other significant
sources, such the Moving South Africa Report and work by Goode, the South
African ports sector is presented as a system of largely complementary ports,
with a fairly low level of inter-port competition for seaborne traffic.

• Do you agree with this view? In the light of likely port developments in the
next decade, do you think this situation is likely to change appreciably?
Provide brief reasons for your answers. (10 marks)
• Within this context, do you consider that the South African ports sector would
be best served by a system of Municipal or National port authority
arrangements? Please provide much fuller discussion of the strengths and
weaknesses of these respective arrangements, and consequently provide fuller
reasons for your answers and arguments
•

TUTORIAL QUESTIONS
• In a ports systems with a much higher degree of inter-port competition, would
your views as to the optimal location of port authority jurisdiction be different,
and if so, why? (10 marks)
• Would you expect some port functions to be more powerfully associated with
economies of scale than others? In particular, consider the cases of the
provision of basic marine infrastructure of ports; the provision of berthing
infrastructure for general (container) cargoes and bulk cargoes; and the
provision of marine services.
•
• Explain the role of ports in the 21st century. (3 marks)
• Which factors explain increasing port competition? (4 marks)
• What key factors exist in providing a SWOT analysis of port competitiveness? (3
marks)

TUTORIAL QUESTIONS
• Which of the following is not a standardised port efficiency indicators to measure
port competitiveness? (2 marks)
• Do the core pillars of South Africa’s key port pricing strategy enhance port
competitiveness in relation to the global average? (4 marks)?
• Distinguish between different port pricing objectives of various stakeholder groups
• How would you resolve 3 of the major 10 causes of port congestion and inefficient
operations?
• Define the distinction between a port state and a flag state and the rights of a coastal
state.
• What are the factors influencing whether port stakeholders choose between a port
state and a flag state and a coastal state?

TUTORIAL QUESTIONS
• Identify the advantages and disadvantages of landlord versus service port
types.
• What are the purposes of the World Maritime Organisation?
• What are the purposes of the IAPH?
• What is the role of SAMSA within South Africa?
• Identify 3 core maritime legislation enforced by SAMSA and relating to
ports within South Africa

.

